A  Improve pedestrian safety on major traffic streets

B  Enhance the existing cluster of cultural and institutional uses in the Civic Center area

C  Improve the quality, vitality and accessibility of the area’s neighborhood commercial streets

D  Support new mixed use residential development on the former freeway parcels

E  Create a network of civic streets and open spaces, with new parks, street improvements and extensive tree planting

F  Support residential infill within the fine-grained physical pattern of existing residential neighborhoods

G  Encourage high density housing and supporting uses close to the transit services on Van Ness and Market Streets

H  Create a new mixed-use residential neighborhood in the SoMa West area

I  Encourage more housing and intensified commercial activities along the area’s core transit streets

J  Strengthen the role of Market Street as the city's cultural heart and most important transit street

K  Improve the intersection of Church and Market Streets as a major transit hub